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Abstract This review mainly discusses three related
topics: the application of ecological theories to soil, the
measurement of microbial diversity by molecular techni-
ques and the impact of transgenic plants and microorgan-
isms on genetic diversity of soil. These topics were
debated at the Meeting on Soil Emergency held in Erice
(Trapani, Italy) in 2001 for the celebration of the 50th

anniversary of the Italian Society of Soil Science.
Ecological theories have been developed by studying
aboveground ecosystems but have neglected the below-
ground systems, despite the importance of the latter to the
global nutrient cycling and to the presence of life on the
Earth. Microbial diversity within the soil is crucial to
many functions but it has been difficult in the past to
determine the major components. Traditional methods of
analysis are useful but with the use of molecular methods
it is now possible to detect both culturable and uncultur-
able microbial species. Despite these advances, the link
between microbial diversity and soil functions is still a
major challenge. Generally studies on genetically modified
bacteria have not addressed directly the issue of microbial
diversity, being mainly focused on their persistence in the
environment, colonization ability in the rhizosphere, and
survival. Concerns have been raised that transgenic plants
might affect microbial communities in addition to
environmental factors related to agricultural practice,
season, field site and year. Transgenic plant DNA
originating from senescent or degraded plant material or
pollen has been shown to persist in soil. Horizontal
transfer of transgenic plant DNA to bacteria has been
shown by the restoration of deleted antibiotic resistance
genes under laboratory in filter transformations, in sterile
soil or in planta. However, the transformation frequencies
under field conditions are supposed to be very low. It is
important to underline that the public debate about
antibiotic resistant genes in transgenic plants should not
divert the attention from the real causes of bacterial
resistance to antibiotics, such as the continued abuse and
overuse of antibiotics prescribed by physicians and in
animal husbandry.
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Introduction

Biological diversity (or biodiversity) can be defined as the
set of animal and vegetable species, their genetic material
and the ecosystems they belong to, and it includes
ecosystem, species and gene diversity (Ohtonen et al.
1997). It is a function of time (evolution) and space
(geographic distribution). Ecosystem diversity defines the
number and abundance of habitats, of biotic communities
and of ecosystems within which the diverse organisms live
and evolve (Ohtonen et al. 1997). Ecosystems are made up
of interdependent communities of species related to their
physical environment and vary in size. Species diversity
encompasses both the number and abundance of species
present in a given area and takes into account that the term
“species” generally indicates a group of individuals able to
(effectively or potentially) breed within the group and
issue fecund offspring, where the progeny are morpholo-
gically similar (Ohtonen et al. 1997). The individuals of a
species may resemble, or not resemble, each other, but
within each species, all individuals should maintain the
particular characteristics of that species. However, this
standard definition cannot be applied to organisms that
reproduce asexually (for example, bacteria and viruses).
Genetic diversity designates gene and genotype variation
within a species. It consists of the whole set of genetic
information contained in the genes of all the animals,
plants and microorganisms populating the Earth. Species
are composed of individuals having different hereditary
(genetic) characteristics. According to modern theories of
evolution, the variability and adaptive capacity in the
genetic code enable single species to evolve progressively
and to survive in changing environments (Ohtonen et al.
1997).

Soil problems such as, soil loss, soil degradation, soil
contamination are some of the 15 emergencies that
mankind must resolve in the third millennium to safeguard
the planet and ensure survival of mankind (Zichichi 1993).
However, the issue does not yet command the attention it
deserves, even though several millions of hectares of soil
are lost every year, due to the spread of urban develop-
ment, erosion, deforestation and pollution. Soil is a
fascinating biological system with the microorganisms
inhabiting soil responsible for much of its broad metabolic
capacity (Nannipieri et al. 2003). Therefore, microbiolog-
ical properties are considered to be more sensitive than
chemical and physical properties to changes in manage-
ment and environmental conditions. Changes in the
composition of soil microflora can be crucial for the
functional integrity of soil (Insam 2001). A recent paper
by Nannipieri et al. (2003) has reviewed the inter-
relationship between the microflora, its diversity and
function in soil. Effects of stresses, such as low pH and
pollutants, on microbial diversity and soil functioning
were discussed but no mention was made of the impact of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs). This is an issue
on which there has been some public scientific debate,
some public concern and involvement of (inter)national

agencies, as well as the establishment of (trans)national
legislation.

This review combines the contributions of several
speakers at the Meeting on Soil Emergency, held in
Erice (Trapani, Italy) in 2001 for the celebration of the
50th anniversary of the Italian Society of Soil Science. A
review has been already published covering papers dealing
with the contribution of mycorrhiza to plant health and soil
fertility (Jeffries et al. 2002). A common aspect of these
contributions was that microbial diversity is one of the key
issues when the theme of soil emergency is discussed due
to the role of structural and functional diversity of soil
microorganisms in soil fertility, productivity and ecologi-
cal stability (Nannipieri et al. 2003). This review discusses
the various methods for determining microbial diversity in
soil with particular attention paid to molecular tools and
their important contribution to a better measurement and
understanding of microbial diversity in soil. We are
experiencing rapid advances in molecular ecology, and it
is only a question of time before molecular tools targeting
functional genes will close the gap between diversity–
structure information and microbial activities. This review
will also discuss the application of ecological theories to
soil for their importance in developing concepts in
microbial ecology even though these theories have only
generally been applied to aboveground systems. Other
aspects discussed in this review are the effects of the
exposure of soil microorganisms to GMOs because
concern is growing on the use of GMOs in open
environments, such as agricultural soils. In this regard
studies on the persistence of transgenic DNA in soil are
considered from the perspective of the possible transfor-
mation of plant-associated bacteria by transgenic DNA.

Microbial and functional diversity in soil and the role of
ecological theories

To date ecological theories have been based on the study
of aboveground ecosystems. Despite the fact that the soil
biota plays a fundamental role in ecosystem functioning,
through nutrient cycling, decomposition and energy flow,
soil organisms have had a negligible influence on the
development of contemporary ecological theories (Wardle
and Giller 1996). Here we discuss how the study of soil
microorganisms might contribute to the development of
ecological theories, and how such theories might con-
tribute to a better understanding of the belowground
system.

Microbial diversity is usually taken as the number of
individuals assigned to different taxa and their distribution
among taxa (Atlas and Bartha 1998). This view could be
enlarged nowadays to embrace the diversity of individuals
assessed up to below the rank of biovar with high
throughput analytical or global tools (Johnsen et al. 2001).
These include the study of individual cells at the genomic
and proteomic levels to obtain in vivo informational
imaging. The global tools also apply to the study of
functional biodiversity of single microbial cells and
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communities with respect to the environment. The
enlarged view seems to adequately fit the complexity of
the soil environment.

The Shannon–Weaver (1969) index (H′) is often used in
the form of:

H 0 ¼ �P
ni=Nð Þ log ni=Nð Þ

¼ �P
pi log pið Þ

where according to Odum (1969), ni is the importance
value for each species, N is the total of importance values
and pi is the importance probability for each species (ni/N)
(Odum 1969). Thus, the H′ takes into account both the
“richness” and the “evenness” component of diversity. In
the case of community-level physiological profiling
(CLPP) the operational unit species is replaced by the
operational unit ability to degrade a certain compound
(Zak et al. 1994).

On a landscape level, diversity may be viewed at
different levels of resolution. Whittaker (1972) proposed
to distinguish between diversity of species within a
community of a habitat (α-diversity), rate and extent in
change of species along a gradient of habitats (β-diversity)
and richness of species over a range of habitats (γ-
diversity). This concept, plausible for traditional habitat
diversity, may also be used to describe soil microbial
diversity concepts. However, soil biota are characterised
by a spatial diversity with possible differences between
rhizosphere and bulk soil, macroaggregates and micro-
aggergates, macropores and micropores, different hori-
zons, etc. (Fig. 1). Indeed within a soil, there are several
microhabitats, e.g. the rhizoplane, the rhizosphere, aggre-
gates, decaying organic matter, or the bulk soil. Typically,
soils are also largely stratified habitats, with distinct
horizons; each of them may be regarded as a separate
entity. How the diversity of these microhabitats can be
incorporated in a general soil microbial diversity concept
is not known.

Numerous factors are known to affect diversity, or at
least they do in theory. Among these are trophic
interactions, spatial and temporal habitat heterogeneity,
disturbance and eutrophication (Torsvik et al. 2002). There
are supposedly negative effects such as stress, or positive
effects like resource diversity or biological interactions
(Fig. 2). Positive effects on diversity may be related to
increased stability, resilience, resistance to stress, and even
productivity (Griffiths et al. 1997; Nannipieri et al. 2003).

The theory that biological diversity and ecosystem
stability are linked is nearly 50 years old, and may be
regarded as a core dogma of early ecosystem theory. In his
1955 paper on “fluctuations of animal populations and a
measure of stability”, MacArthur (1955) hypothesised that
community stability would arise from food web structures,
rather than from the autecological properties of certain
species. The premise was that in an ecosystem with
numerous energy pathways, changing the number of one
single species would have less effect on the other species
than an equal change in an ecosystem with few energy

pathways. MacArthur used a simple foodweb model to
show the stabilising effect of diversity and considered a
sudden alteration of the abundance of one community
member as a perturbation. His definition of stability was
the degree to which the community resisted a given
perturbation (Fig. 3). May (1973) challenged MacArthur’s
hypothesis and stated that disturbance was in absolute
figures and as such rendered both communities equally
susceptible to disturbance (Fig. 3). After 30 years, this
dispute has still not been resolved since experimental
evidence supporting the competing hypothesis remains
controversial.

Since the introduction of MacArthur’s food web model,
several ecological theories, or models, have been proposed
to explain the diversity–stability or diversity–productivity

Fig. 1 According to Whittaker (1972) ecosystem diversity must be
viewed at different levels of resolution: diversity of species within a
community of a habitat (α-diversity), rate and extent in change of
species along a gradient of habitats (β-diversity) and richness of
species over a range of habitats (γ-diversity). In addition, in soil,
spatial variability in biodiversity is also important with differences
between rhizosphere and bulk soil, macroaggregates and micro-
aggregates, macropores and micropores, different horizons, etc.

Fig. 2 External factors determine diversity, which in turn affects
ecosystem properties like stability, resilience, redundancy and
productivity
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relationships (McNaughton 1988; Griffiths et al. 2000;
Hall et al. 2000). Among these ecological theories here we
shall discuss the resource heterogeneity hypothesis (RHH)
and insurance hypothesis.

Resource heterogeneity hypothesis

The RHH states that when an area is uniformly barren with
respect to resource availability, it will not sustain many
species and its productivity will be very low (Tilman
1982) (Fig. 4). As the mean quality of the habitat increases
it is assumed that spatial variability and diversity of
resources also increases, thereby allowing both productiv-
ity and diversity to increase. Past a certain point, however,
the opposite occurs and there is a reduction of resource
heterogeneity and hence diversity. This reduction occurs
because the species that are competitively superior under
such conditions are favoured when there are favourable
niches everywhere (Hall et al. 2000).

As an example, Hall et al. (2000) found a hump-shaped
relationship of resource heterogeneity and plant diversity.
However, this humpback relationship holds only at the
local and regional scales, while on a global scale the
energy-richness relationship increases monotonically with
energy. The relationship between microbial diversity and
energy resource is not clear but the specific microflora of

many plants (Westover et al. 1997) would suggest that
with increasing plant diversity, which corresponds to an
increase in resource heterogeneity for the microorganisms,
microbial diversity also increases.

Insurance hypothesis

According to the insurance hypothesis (Yachi and Loreau
1999), species richness has a positive effect on ecosystem
productivity through a buffering effect against distur-
bances (reduction in the temporal variance of productivity)
and thus a performance-enhancing effect (increase in
temporal mean of productivity). The strength of this effect
is determined by the individual species’ responses to
fluctuations, the degree of asynchronicity of responses and
the detailed form of responses. This infers that especially
in climatic regions with strong fluctuations in external
factors, like seasonal drought or temperature cycles,
diversity gains importance. Species that are functionally
redundant at a given time are no longer redundant through
time (Yachi and Loreau 1999). Griffiths et al. (2000)
demonstrated recovery of microbial functions to transient
stress (brief heating to 40°C) and this recovery was
negatively affected when microbial diversity in soil was
low. On the other hand, no recovery to persistent stress
(CuSO4 addition) was found; however, soils with higher
microbial diversity were more resistant than soil with
lower microbial diversity to persistent stress.

It is both structure and function that characterise
ecosystems. Structures on the plant and animal level are
much more evident than on the level of the soil
microbiota. Is it, with respect to organic matter decompo-
sition, important to know who is doing the job? Or may it
be sufficient to ascertain that the various biochemical
pathways are working properly? If so, functional diversity
would be much more important than structural diversity.
However there is a consensus that “some minimum
number of species is essential for ecosystem functioning
under constant conditions and that a larger number of
species is probably essential for maintaining the stability
of ecosystem processes in changing environments”
(Loreau et al. 2001). According to Giller et al. (1997)

Fig. 3 Food web model of MacArthur (1955) (left), challenged by
May (1973) (right). MacArthur hypothesised that when a low-
diversity (L) community (here, with two members) is disturbed in a
way that one community member is impaired by 50%, the
disturbance has a higher impact than when a high-diversity

community (H, 20 species) member is impaired. Thus, the high-
diversity community would be more stable. According to May
(1976), however, disturbance has to be put in absolute figures,
which renders both communities equally susceptible to disturbance

Fig. 4 Resource heterogeneity hypothesis (Tilman 1982) seen from
a local-, regional- and global-scale perspective
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the extent of functional redundancy in soil microorganisms
may result in there being no effect on the function of the
microbial communities if microbial diversity is changed. If
a large number of species conducts similar functions, a
loss of any species has little effect on soil processes since
other organisms fill the functional gap. Of course this is
not valid for specialistic functions such as the antagonism
to a pathogenic fungus like Gaeumannomyces graminis
var. tritici. This function was found to reside in a single
species (Pseudomonas fluorescens) and depends on a
single function, the production of 2,4-diacetylphloroglu-
cinol (DAPG) (Keel et al. 1992; Thomashow and Weller
1995).

Soil functionality

Several methods can be used to measure rates of microbial
processes or enzyme reactions in soil. Most of these
methods give potential rather than real activities because
assays are carried out in the presence of saturating
substrate concentrations, at optimal pH and temperature
values and usually in soil slurries (Nannipieri et al. 2003).
In situ rarely are the pH and the substrate concentration
optimal, and temperature and moisture conditions can
fluctuate. The monitoring of C oxidation to CO2 when
14C-labelled compounds are used or the monitoring of
distribution of 15N among the various soil N pools when
15N-enriched compounds are used, represent two exam-
ples which can provide quantitative estimations of soil
biological processes. The advantages and disadvantages of
classic methods such as soil respiration, enzyme activities,
nitrification, etc., in measuring soil functions have been
discussed by Nannipieri et al. (2003).

One of the functional approaches that have gained
increasing importance in soil ecology is CLPP (Garland
and Mills 1991). This method employs microplates that
contain up to 95 different C sources. The pattern of their
utilization by a microbial community (e.g. the community
contained in a sample of soil extract) can potentially
provide functional information on the community, and be
used to derive diversity parameters such as the H′ or
“catabolic versatility” (Burkhardt et al. 1993). However,
the methodology has several drawbacks in that it is
culture-dependent and changes in the composition of
microbial communities can occur during incubation.
Furthermore the contribution of fungi to soil functions
cannot be determined using this approach (Nannipieri et
al. 2003). These limitations were addressed by Degens and
Harris (1997) who measured the utilization patterns of
these compounds by soil microbial communities using
short-term responses of the soils to the addition of amino
acids, carboxylic acids, carbohydrates and organic poly-
mers (substrate-induced respiration) [(Fig. 5)].

A long-disputed issue is the question of whether
diversity is related to productivity and in particular to
plant productivity. Data from the CLPP approach are
frequently used to express functional diversity of soil (Yan
et al. 2000; Dunfield and Germida 2001; Bending et al.

2002). Yan et al. (2000) found a broken-stick relationship
between organic C and functional diversity, and they also
recalculated the figures given by Sharma et al. (1997) who
stated to have found a linear relationship between H′ and
microbial biomass. Also in that case, a broken-stick model
gave the best fit (Fig. 6). From these data it may be
concluded that up to a certain threshold (i.e. 1.7% organic
C) functional diversity increases monotonically with soil
microbial biomass.

Molecular methods for measuring microbial diversity

Usually microbial diversity in soil has been analysed by
methods such as viable and culturable methods, CLPP and
flow cytometry. The limits of these methods have been
frequently discussed (e.g. Torsvik et al. 1996). There is
strong evidence that most of the soil bacteria observed
under the microscope are viable and active, but are unable
to form visible colonies on agar plates (Staley and
Konopka 1985; Torsvik et al. 1990; Amann et al. 1995).
Both culturable and unculturable microorganisms can be
determined by using molecular techniques based on the

Fig. 5 The effect of cropping on the catabolic evenness of the soil
microbiota

Fig. 6 Up to a certain threshold, functional diversity (H′) increases
monotonically with microbial and/or organic C in a soil. Data from
Yan et al. (2000) (open symbols) and Sharma et al. (1997) (closed
symbols)
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extraction, purification and characterization of nucleic
acids from environmental samples (Torsvik 1980). These
techniques provide a more accurate measure of the extent
of microbial diversity in soil. The information in nucleic
acids of microorganisms can be used to investigate and
compare diversity at different organization levels, ranging
from variability within species to diversity of communities
(Johnsen et al. 2001). This section gives an overview of
the potentials and limitations of some molecular methods
currently used to study microbial communities in soil. To
demonstrate the power and feasibility of the molecular
approaches, examples are given of their application to the
study of indigenous soil microbial communities in relation
to pollution and perturbation (Fig. 7).

Total genomic DNA (metagenome) derived from
microbial communities can provide complementary in-
formation about the overall community structure (“spe-
cies” composition) and the total genetic diversity (Torsvik
et al. 1990; Ritz et al. 1997; Johnsen et al. 2001). For
example, bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) vectors
can be used to clone large segments of DNA directly
derived from soil microbial communities (Rondon et al.
2000). The BAC library can be used to study soil
microbial diversity at a phylogenetic and functional level
with both high and low resolution methods.

Intermediate resolution methods include the application
of phylogenetic probes, either in slot/dot-blot hybridisa-
tions of community DNA or RNA or by fluorescence in
situ hybridisation (FISH) of intact cells (Amann et al.
1990; Stahl and Amann 1991; Hahn et al. 1992; Johnsen et
al. 2001). Such methods can be used to quantify target
microorganisms and to determine the overall taxonomic
composition of the microbial communities.

Other analyses provide resolution at intermediate level
and are based on sequence differences of conserved genes
such as those coding for ribosomal RNA (rRNA), the so-
called rDNA (Johnsen et al. 2001). Common to most of
these fingerprinting methods is the specific amplification
of the target nucleic acids using polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) (Saiki et al. 1985). The resulting amplicons are
either subjected to restriction analysis or separated on the
basis of denaturing or conformational properties (Johnsen
et al. 2001). Restriction analyses of rRNA or rDNA
[(amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA);
terminal restriction fragment electrophoresis (T-RFLP)]
can discriminate at higher levels of taxonomic rank and
may even differentiate between species (Avaniss-Aghajani
et al. 1994; Massol-Deya et al. 1995; Smit et al. 1997;
Osborn et al. 2000). Osborn et al. (2000) have shown that
the T-RFLP profiles for rRNA genes can be used to
discriminate between Sphingomonas species. They argue
that T-RFLP profiles generated from whole communities
and/or from isolates or clones, when compared with
databases of in silico predicted T-RFs, may provide the
possibility of immediate phylogenetic assignment of some
fragments in a profile. T-RFLP and community finger-
printing techniques [(denaturing/thermal gradient gel
electrophoresis (DGGE/TGGE); single-strand conforma-
tional polymorphism (SSCP)], based on separation of
PCR-amplified rRNA and rDNA molecules, have been
used successfully to analyse the structure and dynamics of
microbial communities (Muyzer et al. 1993; Heuer and
Smalla 1997a; Schwieger and Tebbe 1998).

High resolution analyses include the fingerprinting of
non-coding DNA regions (for example, rep-PCR-amplifi-
cation of sequences between repetitive elements) and the

Fig. 7 An overview of culture-
independent molecular methods
for the analyses of microbial
communities. PCR Polymerase
chain reaction, DGGE denatur-
ing gradient gel electrophoresis,
TGGE temperature gradient gel
electrophoresis, SSCP single-
strand conformation polymor-
phism, T-RFLP terminal restric-
tion fragment electrophoresis,
RISA intergenic spacer analysis,
% G+C mole % guanine
+cytosine
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sequencing of both coding and non-coding regions
(Johnsen et al. 2001). Such methods are suitable for
identification and classification of microbial strains at the
species and subspecies level. High resolution fingerprint-
ing methods have also been used to monitor specific
populations in microbial communities and to assess the
diversity of bacterial isolates and cloned genes (de Bruijn
1992; Hadrys et al. 1992; Borneman and Triplett 1997).

The total genomic DNA approach to biodiversity
analysis

Information about the microbial community composition
of soil can be obtained by measuring the base distribution
[mole % guanine+cytosine (% G+C)] in community DNA.
The base distribution of DNA can be determined by
thermal denaturation because single-stranded DNA has
approximately 35% higher absorbency than double-
stranded DNA at 260 nm (Torsvik et al. 1996). DNA
melting is measured at 260 nm in a UV-spectrophotometer
with a thermostated cuvette holder by slowly increasing
the temperature. The melting curves are converted to % G
+C profiles (Torsvik et al. 1995, 1996; Ritz et al. 1997)
and provide microbial community profiles indicative of
the overall genetic diversity. Even if this analysis is
considered to be low resolution, it can be used to indicate
overall changes in microbial community structure, espe-
cially when the diversity is low. DNA base composition
profiles can also be obtained by isopycnic centrifugation
of bisbenzimide-DNA complexes in a CsCl gradient
(Harris 1994; Holben and Harris 1995). Bisbenzimide
binds preferentially to adenine-thymine pairs and will
decrease the buoyant density of DNA. Thus, community
DNA can be separated according to the base composition
in a density gradient with bisbenzimide. The analyses have
the limitation that two communities having similar base
distributions do not necessarily have similar species
composition, since different species often have the same
base composition. On the other hand, if communities have
different base distributions this provides strong evidence
that they have different species composition. Therefore,
the method can be used as a general indication of changes
in microbial community composition following perturba-
tion. The community DNA fractionation by bisbenzimide-
CsCl gradient ultracentrifugation can be combined with
further analyses of the different G+C% fractions by other
molecular methods like PCR and DGGE (Nüsslein and
Tiedje 1998). The advantage of this approach is that some
of the less dominant microorganisms in the community
that might not be detected by PCR without fractionation
can be detected and analysed.

The complexity of DNA isolated from microbial
communities is an estimate of the total genetic diversity.
The rate at which denatured, single-stranded DNA re-
anneals (reassociates) when the temperature is lowered to
approximately 25°C below its melting point, is indicative
of this genetic complexity (Torsvik et al. 1995). The rate
decreases with increased DNA complexity, or number of

different DNA types in solution (Torsvik et al. 1995). The
fraction of reassociated DNA is plotted against the C0t
values, where C0 is mole nucleotides per litre and t is time
in seconds. The C0t1/2, at 50% DNA reassociation, is used
to estimate DNA complexity. Figure 8 shows an example
of C0t curves for community DNA from microcosms of
arable soil (Øvreås et al. 1998). The soil microcosms were
either incubated with CH4 gas as the major C source (CH)
or under anaerobic conditions (N2). Untreated microcosms
were used as the control (K). The reassociation rate of
Escherichia coli B genomic DNAwith known complexity
[4.1×106 base pairs (bp)] was used as a standard measure
(Table 1). To estimate the size of soil community DNA,
the C0t1/2 of community DNAwas divided by C0t1/2 of the
E. coli B genomic DNA, multiplied with the size of the E.
coli B genome.

C0t1=2 soil communityDNA

C0t1=2 E:coli genome
�E:coli genome size bpð Þ

The reassociation results suggest that perturbations caused
a reduction in the microbial diversity (Fig. 8, Table 2).
DNA from the unperturbed control soil had a C0t1/2 of
6,300 mol s−1 l−1, which corresponds to approximately
8,000 different E. coli genomes. For DNA from the N2-
perturbed and CH4-perturbed soils, the C0t1/2 values were
reduced to 2,500 mol s−1 l−1 and 300 mol s−1 l−1,
respectively. This corresponds to a diversity of 3,200 and
340 different E. coli genomes.

When applied to microbial community DNA, the C0t1/2
is used as an index (Torsvik et al. 1995) of genetic
diversity and encompasses both the total range of genetic
information in the community (richness component) and

Fig. 8 Reassociation (C0t plot, where C0 is mole nucleotides per
litre and t is time in seconds) of DNA from Escherichia coli, or
bacterial fractions of untreated soil (K), soil incubated under
anaerobic conditions (N2) and soil incubated with CH4 as major C
source (CH) (Øvreås et al. 1998)
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the distribution of this information among the different
genetic types (evenness component). This makes it
possible for two communities with different structures to
have identical C0t1/2 values (Torsvik et al. 1995).

To estimate prokaryotic diversity, the DNA must be
highly purified and free from eukaryotic DNA. Therefore,
an indirect DNA extraction protocol has to be used where
the bacteria are separated from the soil by fractionated
centrifugation (Fægri et al. 1977; Torsvik 1995) prior to
cell lysis. In addition, for an accurate estimation DNA of
high purification, uniform fragment size should be used
(Torsvik et al. 1990). The DNA derived from soil
microbial communities is often very complex and the
reassociation rate is low but it can be increased if the
reassociation is measured in a saline citrate solution and
30% DMSO (Escara and Hutton 1980). However, good
estimates of C0t1/2 require long reassociation times to
reach 50% reassociation.

Large (100 kb) segments of soil community DNA can
be cloned directly into the BAC vector without the need

Table 1 Molecular methods for soil microbial diversity studies. G
+C Guanine+cytosine, PCR polymerase chain reaction, DGGE
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis, TGGE temperature gradient
gel electrophoresis, SSCP single-strand conformation polymor-

phism, T-RFLP terminal restriction fragment electrophoresis,
ARDRA amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis, RISA
intergenic spacer analysis, FISH fluorescence in situ hybridisation

Method Type of information and resolution Application in soil microbial analysis

DNA reassociation
rate

Total genetic diversity, theoretical “species” number.
Community “genome size”. Low resolution

Global analysis of the genetic potential of communities.
Comparative analysis of the overall biodiversity

Mole % G+C compo-
sition

Genetic community profile, overall community compo-
sition. Low resolution

Comparative analysis of overall changes in community
composition

PCR—DGGE/TGGE
sequencing of indi-
vidual bands

Genetic fingerprinting of communities, affiliation of
predominant community members. Intermediate resolu-
tion

Comparative analysis of community structure, spatial and
temporal changes in community composition

PCR—SSCP sequen-
cing of individual
bands

Genetic fingerprinting of communities, affiliation of
predominant community members. Intermediate resolu-
tion

Comparative analysis of community structure, spatial and
temporal changes in community composition

PCR—T-RFLP Community composition, relative abundance of numeri-
cally dominant community members. Intermediate res-
olution

Comparative analysis of distribution of microbial popu-
lations, monitoring changes in community composition

PCR—ARDRA Genetic fingerprinting of simple communities, popula-
tions or phylogenetic groups. Discrimination at lower
taxonomic (species) levels. High resolution

Comparative analysis of microbial population dynamics.
Diversity within phylogenetic or functional groups of
microorganisms

PCR—RISA Genetic fingerprinting of populations or phylogenetic
groups. Simultaneously analysis of different microbial
groups. Discrimination at species or group level. High
resolution

Comparative analysis of microbial population dynamics.
Diversity within phylogenetic or functional groups of
microorganisms

PCR of rDNA—clon-
ing and sequencing

Phylogenetic diversity, identification of community
members. High resolution

Phylogenetic diversity of community members

PCR of functional
genes—cloning and
sequencing

Functional diversity. High resolution Comparative analysis of the functional potential of
communities

RNA dot/slot blot
hybridisation

Phylogenetic identification of metabolic active commu-
nity members. Intermediate resolution

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of metabolic active
populations in communities. Phylogenetic information
on active community members

FISH Detection and specific counting of metabolic active
microorganisms. Intermediate resolution

Comparative analysis of community structure. Detection
and identification of active cells. Direct phylogenetic
information on community members

Table 2 Genetic diversity in soil microbial communities calculated
from the reassociation kinetics in 6× standard saline citrate, 30%
dimethylsulphoxide. Soil community DNA size in base pairs (bp),
Escherichia coli genome equivalents (E. coli genome size:
4.1×106 bp) (Brønstad et al. 1996; Drønen et al. 1998). C0 Mole
nucleotides per litre, t time in seconds

DNA source C0t1/2 Soil community
DNA size
base pairs

E. coli
genome
equivalents

E. coli 0.79 4.1×106 1
Pasture soil (StendO) 6,300 3.3×1010 8,000
Arable soil (StendS) 270 1.4×109 340
Sewage sludge amended soil;
uncontaminated

7,800 4.0×1010 9,800

Sewage sludge amended soil;
low metal

3,700 1.9×1010 4,600

Sewage sludge amended soil;
high metal

1,200 6.2×109 1,500
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for PCR amplification (Methagenome analysis, Rondon et
al. 1999, 2000). The BAC vector, which is derived from
the F-plasmid, can maintain large inserts stably in E. coli
host. The BAC libraries can, in principle, accommodate
the total microbial community genome, and can be used
for genomic mapping, screening for specific genes and
assessing phylogenetic and functional diversity. This can
be done by hybridisation with specific probes, genetic
fingerprinting and sequencing. An advantage of the
method is that no PCR amplification is required, thereby
circumventing the bias introduced by this step in many
other fingerprinting and sequencing techniques. Each
BAC clone represents a fragment of the metagenome
and may contain genes and operons with their own
promoters allowing them to be phenotypically expressed
in the E. coli host. Information linking phylogeny and
function of microorganisms in soil can therefore be gained
by combining studies of clones harbouring rRNA and
functional genes by clone walking and hybridisation
(Gillespie et al. 2002).

Ribosomal RNA genes (rDNA) and their transcripts, the
rRNA molecules, are the most widely used markers for
classification and measuring phylogenetic diversity of
microorganisms (Madigan et al. 2003). The rRNA-based
methods have revealed highly diverging phylogenetic
lineages within the prokaryotic microorganisms that
represent the most extensive genetic diversity on Earth
(Woese et al. 1990; Woese 1998). The culture-independent
rRNA approaches have revealed novel lineages, phylo-
genetically different from cultured and characterized soil
microbes. They have shown that microorganisms from
similar habitats in separated geographical regions can be
related, but also that microorganisms within the same
functional group or guild may belong to different phylo-
genetic groups (phylotypes) reflecting niche differences
(Thorseth et al. 2001). The hypothesis that microorgan-
isms are cosmopolitan has been challenged by Tiedje et al.
(2001), who found that microbial genotypes were peculiar
to each sample site of the same continental region.

Genetic fingerprinting of soil microbial communities
and the identification of the community members by
comparison with fragment sizes or sequences in
databases

Genetic fingerprinting methods based on PCR amplifica-
tion differ in the various methods used to separate
amplicons. New methodologies such as terminal restric-
tion fragment length polymorphisms use fluorescent
labelling of PCR amplicons and separate these in
automated sequencing systems with laser detection of
fluorescing DNA fragments (Liu et al. 1997). The PCR-
based community fingerprinting techniques have several
advantages (Wintzingerode et al. 1997). They are: (1)
rapid, and allow parallel analyses of multiple samples, (2)
reliable and highly reproducible, (3) provide both quali-
tative and quantitative information on populations within a
community, and (4) allow the assessment of the phyloge-

netic affiliation of community members by comparison
with fragment sizes or sequences in databases. However,
PCR-based techniques also present several drawbacks
such as: (1) bias in PCR-amplification due to preferential
amplification of target DNAs from some bacteria, (2)
formation of chimeric molecules, (3) derivation of several
different PCR amplicons from a single bacterial strain due
to the presence of several operons, and (4) the numbers of
amplicons from complex communities can be too high to
be readily separated and resolved (Wintzingerode et al.
1997).

DNA fingerprinting of PCR-amplified rDNA using
methods such as DGGE and TGGE, provide information
about the community composition. In DGGE/TGGE
analysis, DNA fragments with the same length but
different nucleotide sequences are separated (Muyzer et
al. 1993; Heuer and Smalla 1997a). This separation is
based on the differences in mobility of PCR-amplified
DNA molecules in polyacrylamide gels in a linear
denaturing gradient. In DGGE, a concentration gradient
of denaturing chemicals (urea and formamide) is used
whereas TGGE is based on a temperature gradient. DNA
molecules with different sequences will differ in their
melting behaviour. As DNA molecules migrate in the
denaturing gel, they start to melt at particular melting
domains and thus they become partially single-stranded.
Partly denatured or fully denatured molecules stop
migrating in the gel and DNA fragments occupy different
positions in the gel according to their base composition
and sequence variation (Muyzer et al. 1993; Heuer and
Smalla 1997a). Variable regions (230–500 bp) of rDNA
from microbial community DNA are PCR amplified using
primers annealing to conserved regions that flank the
variable regions. The forward primer is covalently linked
to G+C-rich sequence (GC-clamp, usually up to 40 bases
long) to prevent the complete melting of the double-
stranded DNA (Muyzer et al. 1993; Heuer and Smalla
1997a). A limit of the technique is that the 16S rDNA of
different organisms can contribute to a specific band in the
denaturing gel. However, when applied to communities
with low to moderate complexity, it is assumed that
discernible bands obtained by DGGE/TGGE represent
numerically predominant microbial populations in the
community (Øvreås et al. 1997). Information about the
taxon composition of the community can be obtained by
blotting the gel and hybridising with phylogenetic probes,
targeting the main phylogenetic subclasses of bacteria and
Archaea (Raskin et al. 1994; Amann et al. 1995; Heuer et
al. 1999). Well-separated DGGE bands can be excised
from the gel and sequenced. By comparing the sequences
of DGGE bands with those in a database, the phylogenetic
affiliation of the original microorganisms can be obtained
(Øvreås et al. 1998; Smalla et al. 2001; Heuer et al.
2002b).

DGGE/TGGE analysis of PCR amplicons derived from
rRNA molecules by reverse transcriptase PCR might give
fingerprints of the metabolically active microbial popula-
tions (Heuer and Smalla 1997a) and DGGE/TGGE
methods are useful in the rapid screening of multiple
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samples for distinguishing soil microbial communities
(Nakatsu et al. 2000). They are convenient for investigat-
ing spatial and temporal differences in microbial commu-
nities and provide information about changes in dominat-
ing populations (Øvreås et al. 1998; Smalla et al. 2001).

SSCP, like DGGE/TGGE, detects sequence variations
between different PCR amplicons normally derived from
variable regions of the rDNA (Lee et al. 1996; Stach et al.
2001). In SSCP one primer is phosphorylated at the 5′ end,
and the phosphorylated strand of the PCR amplicons is
selectively digested with lambda exonuclease. The intact
strands are separated by electrophoresis under non-
denaturing conditions (low temperature) in a polyacryla-
mide gel optimal for SSCP. This optimal gel restricts
duplex formation but allows intra-molecular folding of the
DNA strands. The method is based on the differential
intra-molecular folding of single-stranded DNA that is
itself dependent upon DNA sequence variations. Thus,
DNA secondary structure alters the electrophoretic mobil-
ity of the single-stranded PCR amplicons enabling them to
be resolved. The reproducibility and discriminatory ability
of the method is dependent on the fragment size and the
position of the sequence variation within the fragment
(Lee et al. 1996) and normally gives best results with
fragments smaller than 400 bp. SSCP has been used to
differentiate between pure cultures of soil microorganisms
and to distinguish community fingerprints of non-
cultivated rhizosphere microbial communities from differ-
ent plants (Schwieger and Tebbe 1998; Schmalenberger
and Tebbe 2002). SSCP analysis should in principle be
easier to carry out than DGGE/TGGE, as no primers with
GC-clamp or specific apparatus for gradient gels are
required. A limitation of the method, in addition to
potential PCR bias, is that a single bacterial species may
yield several bands due to the presence of several operons
or more than one conformation of the single-stranded PCR
amplicons.

T-RFLP analysis is based on the restriction endonucle-
ase digestion of fluorescent end-labelled PCR amplicons
(Avaniss-Aghajani 1994; Liu et al. 1997; Marsh et al.
2000; Osborn et al. 2000). These PCR amplicons are
derived from microbial community DNA using primers
that anneal to consensus sequences flanking the variable
regions in rRNA genes. Both primers are normally
labelled at the 5′ end with fluorescent phosphoramidite
dyes. The amplicons are restriction enzyme digested and
separated either by gel or capillary gel electrophoresis. The
fluorescently labelled fragments are detected with a laser
detector in an automated analyser and thus this technique
only detects the “terminal” end labelled restriction frag-
ments. Thus, T-RFLP combines the three techniques PCR,
RFLP and gel electrophoresis. By identifying the appro-
priate restriction site positions on 16S rDNA sequences in
databases using a computer program, T-restriction frag-
ment (T-RF) size distribution for rRNA with different
restriction enzymes can be predicted and experimentally
obtained T-RF profiles for PCR amplicons or clone
libraries of 16S rDNA derived from community DNA
can be compared to the predicted T-RF profiles for

different phylogenetic groups. Such analyses have been
used to distinguish communities and to study community
structure and dynamics in soils (Dunbar et al. 2000). In
addition to analyses based on housekeeping genes (e.g.
rDNA), T-RFLP has be used to analyse functional genes
such as mercury resistance genes, and particulate methane
monooxygenase genes (Bruce 1997; Horz et al. 2001).

ARDRA is a powerful tool for bacterial identification
and classification at species level (Massol-Deya et al.
1995) and it has been used to group and classify large sets
of isolates and clones (Smit et al. 1997; Øvreås and
Torsvik 1998; Cheneby et al. 2000). Automated ARDRA
has been performed with fluorescent PCR amplicons
obtained by incorporating fluorescently labelled dUTP
during PCR. After restriction enzyme digestion, the
fragments are separated on an automated DNA sequencing
gel (Pukall et al. 1998). The restriction patterns data can
then be compared with restriction analysis of rDNA
sequences of known bacteria obtained using database
sequences.

RISA is based on the length polymorphism of the
ribosomal intergenic spacer region between the 16S and
23S rRNA genes (Borneman and Triplett 1997; Ranjard et
al. 2000b); the length of this spacer region has been shown
to be strain or species specific, and varies from 50 bp to
over 1,500 bp. PCR-amplified products are separated by
agarose gel electrophoresis. The non-coding ribosomal
internal spacer region is variable in both size and
nucleotide sequence even within closely related strains,
and the method has been successfully used to characterise,
classify and type strains, and to fingerprint simple
communities and mixed populations (Nagpal et al. 1998;
Ranjard et al. 2000a). An automated version of RISA,
called ARISA, has been developed using PCR amplifica-
tion of the intergenic spacer with a fluorescence-labelled
forward primer. The fragments are separated according to
their size on an automated capillary electrophoresis
system, and their sizes are compared to those in DNA
databases (Fisher and Triplett 1999; Ranjard et al. 2001).
Several primers targeting different phylogenetic groups in
the same sample can be used to evaluate simultaneously
the population dynamics of different microbial phylotypes
within a community (Ranjard et al. 2000a,b).

Genetic fingerprinting methods are limited in their
ability to discriminate between communities with high
diversity where the number of PCR amplicons are too high
to be readily resolved (Tiedje et al. 2001). In complex
communities, rRNA-based fingerprinting techniques can
be used to partially analyse the community, focusing on a
subset of the community by applying primers targeting
specific phylogenetic (e.g. Archaea) or functional (meth-
anogenic) groups of microorganisms. According to Gomes
et al. (2001) it is possible to distinguish different
phylogenetic groups of bacteria by using the following
primers F984GC, F27, R1378 and R1494 (bacteria),
F243HGC (Actinomycetales), F203α (α-Proteobacteria)
and F948β (β-Proteobacteria). Specific primers are also
available to detect specific genes such as those of
Paenibacillus (Da Silva et al. 2003), Burkholderia (Salles
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et al. 2002) and Bacillus (Garbeva et al. 2003). The
assessment of fungal diversity has been problematic
because the primers used can co-amplify DNA from
other eukaryotic organisms such as plants, algae and
nematodes (Kowalchuk et al. 1997). The fungal primers
developed by Vainio and Hantula (2000) have been
successfully applied to study the diversity of fungal
communities in bulk and rhizosphere soil of maize grown
in tropical soils (Gomes et al. 2003).

Another approach to identify community members is to
apply specific enrichments to enhance the growth of the
microorganism of interest. This strategy is particularly
useful in studies of functional groups or guilds.

Hybridisation techniques

Phylogenetic oligonucleotide probes homologous to
sequences of 16S or 23S rRNA are designed by aligning
and comparing sequences in rRNA databases. The probe
specificity depends on the variability of the target
sequence. By choosing sequences in conserved, variable
and hypervariable regions of the rRNA, probes can target
phylogenetic groups at different taxonomic levels, ranging
from domain to subspecies. The relative abundance of
major phylotypes in soil microbial communities can be
assessed by quantitative slot dot blot hybridisation of
community DNA or by FISH with group-specific phylo-
genetic probes. In the FISH method, phylogenetic probes
are labelled with fluorescent dyes and used for in situ
detection of single cells in environmental samples by
whole cell hybridisation (Amann et al. 1990). Excellent
reviews of the procedures and methodologies are provided
by Amann et al. (1995) and Wagner et al. (2003). Suitable
FISH probes can be found at the probeBase website (Loy
et al. 2003; URL: http://www.microbial-ecology.net/pro-
bebase/).

Hybridisation methods can help to resolve the species
composition within specific parts (organism groups) of the
community. Slot/dot blot and Southern blot hybridisation
of community fingerprints (e.g. DGGE profiles) with
phylogenetic probes has proved particularly useful in
studying changes in communities and in identifying the
numerically dominant community members (Øvreås et al.
1997). A combination of slot blot hybridisation and FISH
was used to distinguish the community structure of low
and high metal-contaminated soils (Chatzinotas et al.
1998; Sandaa et al. 1999b).

In the FISH technique, the target microorganisms are
visualized using epifluorescence microscopy. There are
some limitations to the standard FISH method with respect
to sensitivity that prevents detection of cells with low
ribosome content. Low physiological activity is often
correlated with low ribosome content per cell, therefore
slow-growing or starving cells may not be detected
(Amann et al. 1995). To overcome this limitation, a
tyramide signal amplification technique has been adopted
for FISH, which allows the analysis of slow-growing
microorganisms (Pernthaler et al. 2002).

FISH has been used to identify uncultured microorgan-
isms, studying the distribution of, and quantifying micro-
bial populations. By counting under the microscope after
hybridisation with a set of different phylogenetic probes,
the number of phylogenetic groups and the relative
distribution of individuals among taxa can be determined.

Analysis of cloned rRNA genes

Cloning techniques provide an alternative to fingerprinting
methods for analysing PCR amplicons and have been
widely used to analyse microbial communities. Clone
libraries of PCR-amplified rRNA genes in DNA from
environmental samples are made in cloning vectors
(Borneman et al. 1996). Bacterial, fungal and archaeal
rRNA genes have been amplified in separate PCR
reactions using domain-specific and universal primers
(Lane et al. 1985; Lane 1991; Raskin et al. 1994; Suzuki
and Giovannoni 1996; Gomes et al. 2003). The cloned
amplicons can be compared by fingerprinting methods
such as ARDRA (Sandaa et al. 2001). Clones can then be
classified by dot/slot blot hybridisation with phylogenetic
probes (Manz et al. 1992; Amann et al. 1995). Sequencing
of the cloned rRNA genes and comparing the sequences
with those obtained from databases provides information
about affiliation of the cloned sequences (Liesack and
Stackebrandt 1992; Sandaa et al. 1999a,b; Alfreider et al.
2002).

Assessing the impact of agricultural management and
pollution on microbial diversity and community
structure in soil using molecular methods with different
levels of resolution

The use of diversity and changes in community structure
as ecological indicators of perturbations and pollution
have been investigated in soils subjected to different
agricultural management and to heavy metal-contaminated
sewage sludge (Nannipieri et al. 2003).

Microbial diversity, as determined by the reassociation
technique discussed above, of an arable (StendS) soil
cropped to cereals, vegetables and potatoes was compared
with that of an organic soil (StendO), used solely as a
pasture field during the last decades; the two soils have
similar texture (sandy loam) and are situated in western
Norway 400 m apart (Brønstad et al. 1996; Drønen et al.
1998). The reassociation technique showed that the
complexity of microbial community DNA, as calculated
from the C0t1/2 values, was approximately 1.4×109 bp in
the StendS soil and 3.3×1010 bp in the StendO soil
(Table 2). This corresponds to a genetic diversity of
approximately 340 and 8,000 completely different gen-
omes with E. coli genome size (4.1×106 bp) in the StendS
and StendO series, respectively. It was suggested that the
total genetic diversity in the arable soil was approximately
24 times lower than in the relatively undisturbed pasture
soil and that the overall genetic diversity provides a good
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indicator of disturbance caused by agricultural manage-
ment. PCR combined DGGE indicated that the number of
different bacterial types in both soils was high, meaning
that there was a high “species” richness component of
diversity in both soils (Øvreås et al. 1998). The bacterial
populations in the arable soil were probably less evenly
distributed than in the pasture soil, containing a few
numerically dominant bacterial populations and many with
low abundance. This would cause a low evenness and
hence a lower genetic diversity in the arable soil as
compared to the pasture soil.

The microbial diversity, determined by the reassociation
technique, of control field soils amended with “unconta-
minated” sewage sludge was compared with that of
contaminated field soils treated with metal-amended
sewage sludge at two rates of application (low and high
metal contamination) for several years (McGrath et al.
1995; Sandaa et al. 1999b). On the one hand, the base
composition (mole % G+C) profiles for the three
treatments were very similar. On the other hand, the
total genetic diversity, as measured by the DNA:DNA
reassociation was different. The DNA complexity of the
uncontaminated soil community was 4.0×1010 bp
(Table 2). This corresponds to a genetic diversity of
approximately 9,800 different bacterial genomes with E.
coli genome size. The diversity in the metal-polluted soils
was reduced and depended on the level of pollution. The
complexity of DNA from the low and high metal-polluted
soils was 1.9×1010 bp and 6.2×109 bp corresponding to
approximately 4,600 and 1,500 E. coli-like genomes,
respectively.

The community structure of the low and high metal-
contaminated soils was investigated by hybridisation with
group-specific phylogenetic probes [α-Proteobacteria
(ALF1b); β-Proteobacteria (BET42a); γ-Proteobacteria
(GAM42a); δ-Proteobacteria (SRB385); cytophaga-flexi-

bacter-bacteroides (CF319a); Gram positives with a low
mole% G+C (LGCb); Gram positive with a high mole %
G+C (HGC69a)] (Sandaa et al. 1999a,b, 2001). The
probes were applied to the total bacterial community
(FISH), bacterial isolates and PCR-based clone libraries of
16S rRNA (slot blot hybridisation). Approximately 300
clones and 300 bacterial isolates were analysed altogether.
The culture-independent methods (FISH and clone
analyses) gave similar results and showed greater differ-
ences in community composition than the culture-depen-
dent methods (isolate analysis). The most abundant group
of clones in the low metal-contaminated soil was the
cytophaga-flexibacter-bacteroides group. This group was
twice as abundant in the low as in the high metal-
contaminated soil. In the high metal-contaminated soil,
clones belonging to the α-Proteobacteria were numerically
dominant (Fig. 9). With respect to the isolates, 30–37% of
them belonged to Gram-positive bacteria with low mole%
G+C. Accordingly, this was the largest group of isolates in
both soils. Interestingly this group made up <1% of the
clones. In the high metal-contaminated soil the abundance
of isolates and clones belonging to the α-Proteobacteria
subclass differed markedly, as the percentage of clones
was 38% and that of isolates was only 14%.

These investigations revealed that the total microbial
diversity in relatively undisturbed and unpolluted soil was
high, and that upon perturbation and pollution the total soil
microbial diversity was dramatically reduced. Microcosm
investigations indicate that some population types become
numerically dominant under stress. Pollution may induce
profound changes in the community structure (Tiedje et al.
2001). The results suggest that quantitative measures of
microbial diversity and qualitative analysis of community
structure can discriminate between soil samples subjected
to different levels of pollution and be useful indicators of
stress and perturbation.

Fig. 9 Changes in community structure in sewage sludge-amended
soil with low and high concentrations of heavy metals. Group-
specific 16S and 23S rRNA phylogenetic probes were used for
whole cell FISH and for slot blot hybridisation of 300 clones of PCR
amplified total 16S and 23S rDNA from the soils. For FISH a
control soil without contamination was also investigated. Probes

against the following phylogenetic groups of bacteria were applied:
α-Proteobacteria (ALF1b); β-Proteobacteria (BET42a); γ-Proteo-
bacteria (GAM42a); δ-Proteobacteria (SRB385); cytophaga-flexi-
bacter-bacteroides (CF319a); Gram positives with a low mole % G
+C (LGCb); Gram positive with a high mole % G+C (HGC69a)
(Torsvik et al. 2000). For abbreviations, see Fig. 7
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Microbial communities affected by transgenic
microorganisms

Microbial inoculants, some of which have an historical
record of safe use since 1896 (the well-known rhizobia, for
the inoculation of legumes) or the 1930s (e.g. Bacillus
thuringiensis, for the biological control of invertebrate
pests) are being applied in modern agriculture over a
surface of >30 million ha each year (Nuti 1994). Most of
these inoculants consist of rhizobial inoculants (12–
24×106 ha) and other uses are Azolla-Anabaena for the
inoculation of rice, azospirilli as inoculants for cereal
crops (mainly sorghum, corn, wheat) or grasses, mycor-
rhizal fungi for a variety of trees, bushes and crops (e.g.
Citrus, Quercus, Salix, Tilia, Corylus, Populus, Cystus,
and corn, onions, etc.), and bacilli, Pseudomonas and
Trichoderma species as biological control agents (i.e. plant
protection agents against plant pathogens, mainly fungi).
Other potential applications for microbial inoculants
currently include bioremediation and phytoremediation,
phosphate solubilization, soil aggregation, sewage treat-
ment, bioleaching, oil recovery, coal scrubbing and biogas
production (Latour et al. 1996; Van Veen et al. 1997). The
most studied genetically modified (GM) microbial inocu-
lants have so far been Rhizobium sp., Pseudomonas sp.,
and Azospirillum sp. (Corich et al. 1995, 1996; Resca et al.
2001) and (GM) bacteria have been used as seed
inoculants at field-scale level to test their effectiveness
and to gain deeper insight into the biosafety-related
aspects of their use, i.e. their fate in the soil environment
(Basaglia et al. 2003; Dighton et al. 1997; Lynch 2002a,
2002b; Van Veen et al. 1997).

Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW 25, isolated from the
phylloplane of sugar beet, has been shown to readily
colonise the rhizosphere of sugar beet, as well as the
phylloplane and rhizosphere of wheat (De Leij et al.
1998a). The marker genes (lacZY and kanrxylE) were
chosen to facilitate identification and detection of the GM
organisms by simple culture methods and were positioned
1 Mb apart on the 6.5-Mb chromosome to ensure
genotypic and phenotypic stability and to facilitate any
gene exchange between microbial populations associated
with the two crops (De Leij et al. 1998a). There was no
movement of the marker genes and only very small and
transient effects on indigenous communities. Subsequent
studies carried out by De Leij et al. (1998b) investigated
the potential metabolic burden of the inserted genes on the
ecological competence of a variety of constructs that were
modified with the marker genes used in the release study
strain of the bacterium. Whereas kanamycin resistance did
not affect the fitness of the organism, both of the other
marker inserts did reduce ecological competence. Hence,
even though the modified bacterium was competent in the
field, the wild-type is even more competent.

In terms of functional genes, P. fluorescens F113 strain
was isolated from sugar beet and found to produce the
antibiotic DAPG (Shanahan et al. 1992). Besides being
active against Pythium damping-off disease, it was also
active against the potato soft-rot pathogen Erwinia

carotovora subsp. atroseptica and the potato cyst nema-
tode Globodera rostochiensis. For comparative purposes,
strain F113 G22 was engineered to produce a Tn5∷lacZY
DAPG-negative derivative of F113 that does not have the
ability to inhibit the growth of plant pathogenic fungi. This
construct and the indigenous bacterial populations were
used to study the impact of Pseudomonas strains on the
rhizosphere microflora. One of the main approaches used
was to determine the effect of the inoculated construct and
indigenous bacterial population on the rhizosphere/soil
enzymes N-acetyl glucosaminidase, chitobiosidase, acid
and alkaline phosphatase, phosphodiesterase, aryl sulfa-
tase and urease, whose activities play important roles in
the C, N, P and S cycles in soil (Naseby and Lynch 2002).
None of the soil enzyme activities was affected by the GM
marker (GMM) under any of the soil amendments
(addition of lactose to kanamycin).

However, studies on the effects of inoculation with
GMM have not directly addressed the issue of the
microbial diversity, being mainly focused on other essen-
tial aspects of risk assessment profile, e.g. their persistence
in the environment and colonization ability in the rhizo-
sphere. A shift in the fungal population of wheat roots, as
indicated by cluster analysis of replicate ARDRA-
generated profiles, occurred when both P. putida
WCS358r and the respective GMM WCS358r∷phr
producing phenazine-1-carboxylic acid (antimicrobial
compound) were applied to seeds (Viebahn et al. 2003).
The most prominent effect occurred at the beginning of the
field experiments, when the numbers of introduced
bacteria were relatively high; the GMM impact on the
composition of fungal population lasted longer than the
WCS358r impact.

International quality standards for microbial inoculants
are scattered throughout different countries and are highly
diverse (Nuti and Sirsi 2003). It would be beneficial, for
the protection of farmers and for an easier control or
monitoring by (inter)national agencies or competent
authorities, to have an established and consistent legisla-
tion at international level; including the European Union
where such a legislative framework does not exist yet.

Scientific knowledge has progressed considerably over
the last two decades, allowing more accurate tracking of
organisms in the environment and this identification at
species and strain level. This can be achieved via a
combination of conventional tools and innovative molec-
ular techniques, as discussed in other paragraphs of this
review.

Microbial communities affected by transgenic plants

Several thousand field releases of transgenic crop plants
have been performed during the last decade and several
transgenic crop plants have been commercialised (James
2003). However, there are actually very few studies
(Kowalchuk et al. 2003) published which have tried to
analyse the potential effects of transgenic crops on soil
microbial communities. Does this reflect the perception
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that the effects of transgenic crops on soil microbial
populations are expected to be negligible or at least less
important compared to other biosafety issues of transgenic
crops such as out-crossing to weedy species, effects on
non-target organisms or the appearance of new viruses. Or
is it that the effects on the soil microbiota are just more
difficult to analyse? What kind of effects of transgenic
crops might be expected? Presently, two kinds of scenarios
are recognised in which the large-scale use of transgenic
crops could have an effect on microbial communities in
rhizosphere and bulk soils:

I. When the structural and functional composition of the
soil microbial community in the vicinity of the roots is
changed as a result of an altered root exudation or
released transgene product with antifungal, antibacte-
rial activity, or others.

2. When bacterial rhizosphere populations would be able
to capture and stably integrate transgenic plant DNA,
in particular antibiotic resistance genes used as
markers in transgenic crops.

Whereas the first scenario might impact plant health or
soil functions, the impact of the second following
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) of marker genes would
be more indirect and primarily seen as the extent to which
such a HGT event would contribute to an additional spread
of these genes to other bacterial populations.

Plant breeding by traditional techniques, as well as
transgenic modification, might affect the structural and
functional diversity of the rhizosphere microbial commu-
nity, through for example an altered root morphology and
physiology, and plant exudation, and thus might affect the
balance of plant-beneficial and deleterious microbes. In
particular, if the transgenic modification was made to
improve the resistance of the plant towards bacterial or
fungal pathogens by releasing transgene products such as
cell wall-attacking enzymes or compounds like T4-lyso-
zyme, chitinases or cecropine, unintended changes in the
microbial community cannot be excluded and should
therefore be assessed (Kowalchuk et al. 2003). However,
to evaluate any potential shifts in microbial rhizosphere
communities as a result of transgene expression it is of
utmost importance that baseline data are available to relate
potential changes to natural fluctuations. As mentioned,
nucleic acid-based analysis of bacterial communities
allows us to overcome biases of cultivation-dependent
methods (Van Elsas et al. 2000). To study spatial and
temporal variation in rhizosphere and soil bacterial
communities, multiple sample analysis with the use of
molecular techniques is essential (Muyzer et al. 1993; Van
Elsas and Smalla 1996; Muyzer and Smalla 1998;
Schwieger and Tebbe 1998; Gelsomino et al. 1999).

Recently, several studies were published in which
molecular fingerprints have been used to analyse the
dynamics in the rhizosphere during plant growth devel-
opment, and the effect of the plant species on the relative
abundance of bacterial populations in the rhizosphere
(Normander and Prosser 2000; Schmalenberger and Tebbe
2000; Schwieger and Tebbe 2000; Duineveld et al. 2001,

Gomes et al. 2001, 2003; Smalla et al. 2001). Strong shifts
in the relative abundance of the microbial rhizosphere
community could be observed during plant development
(Gomes et al. 2001, 2003; Heuer et al. 2002a,b; Smalla et
al. 2001).

Effects of transgenic crops on the structural and
functional composition of microbial rhizosphere commu-
nities are studied best at the stage of small-scale field
releases, since greenhouse observations have been shown
to deviate considerably from what is observed under field
conditions (Kowalchuk et al. 2003). To test the perfor-
mance of transgenic lines, field tests are done in which the
transgenic plants are grown in completely randomised
field designs together with the unmodified parental crop
on different sites. Such field tests are also ideal for
studying potential differences between the parental crop
variety and different transformant lines since they allow a
sufficient number of replicates to be analysed and samples
to be taken at different stages of plant growth development
and from different field sites (Kowalchuk et al. 2003).
Usually, different transformation events are tested because
they can show considerable variation in the level and
stability of gene expression.

To date only a few studies have been sought to analyse
the potential effects of transgenic crop plants on the
composition of bacterial communities in the rhizosphere
under field conditions (Lottmann et al. 1999, 2000;
Dunfield and Germida 2001; Heuer et al. 2002a;
Schmalenberger and Tebbe 2002; Kowalchuk et al.
2003). In the study by Dunfield and Germida (2001),
four herbicide-tolerant and four conventional oilseed
varieties were grown at four different locations across
Canada and the rhizosphere microbial communities were
characterised over two field seasons using fatty acid
methyl ester (FAME) analysis and Biolog CLPP. The
transgenic glyphosate-tolerant oilseed variety Quest
seemed to be unique and the microbial rhizosphere
communities associated with Quest were different from
those of the three other glufosinate ammonium-tolerant
and the four conventional oilseed varieties. Differences
found for the other varieties seemed to be significantly
influenced by the soil type. However, since the transgenic
variety Quest was not compared with the parental non-
transgenic line it remains unclear whether the changes
observed were caused by the genetic modification. The
objective of the study by Heuer et al. (2002a) was to
characterise the structure and dynamics of bacterial
communities in the rhizosphere of potato under field
conditions, and to compare these to those of the transgenic
T4-lysozyme-expressing potato plants. In contrast to many
other transgenic plants, this genetic modification was
targeted at bacteria, and it was shown by Düring and Mahn
(1999) that plant-associated bacteria were indeed affected,
in so far as the susceptibility of the transgenic potato
plants to infections by Erwinia carotovora was signifi-
cantly reduced. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that a
detectable amount of T4 lysozyme was released from the
roots (De Vries et al. 1999) resulting in bactericidal
activity at the root surface (Ahrenholtz et al. 2000). Two
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T4 lysozyme-producing lines, a transgenic control without
the T4 lysozyme gene and the parental line, were
investigated over 3 years at two distant field sites with
different soil types. The bacterial communities were
analysed by three different approaches which were
intended to complement each other. In the first approach,
the relative abundance of bacterial species in the rhizo-
sphere was determined based on the cultivation and
characterisation of isolates by fatty acid analysis. The
second approach was the catabolic profiling of the
communities as functional units using Biolog GN
microplates (Garland and Mills 1991; Heuer and Smalla
1997b). The third approach was based on the analysis of
16S rRNA genes fragments amplified from total rhizo-
sphere DNA by DGGE (Heuer et al. 1999; Muyzer and
Smalla 1998) or by cloning and sequencing. This allowed
workers to monitor changes of the bacterial rhizosphere
consortia, including bacteria not readily culturable or those
in a non-culturable state. In this study, all methods
revealed that environmental factors related to plant
developmental stage, field site or year, but not the T4
lysozyme expression of the transgenic plants, influenced
the rhizosphere communities. In some cases, differences in
the rhizosphere community structure to one or all other
cultivars were detected at some of the samplings which
were not attributable to the T4 lysozyme production but
most likely to differences observed in growth character-
istics of the cultivar. Thus, the risk associated with
transgene effects on the bacterial communities seems to be
below accepted background levels. The methods applied
in the study by Heuer et al. (2002a) seemed ideally suited
to the detection of changes in microbial rhizosphere
communities since seasonal shifts in bacterial rhizosphere
communities were easily detectable. Although only a
small proportion of the bacterial community contributes to
the Biolog patterns (Smalla et al. 1998), differences in the
catabolic potential of the bacterial communities were
sensitively and quantitatively detected. The isolation and
characterisation of dominant rhizobacteria by FAME
analysis provided information on the taxonomic composi-
tion of the dominant culturable members of the rhizo-
sphere bacterial community. However, the characterisation
of many isolates would have been required to statistically
confirm differences between the potato lines. Most
suitable for this kind of study seemed to be the D/TGGE
approach, which allowed the cultivation-independent
analysis of large numbers of samples with the option as
for the characterisation of differentiating bands.

In other studies performed under greenhouse conditions,
transient effects of transgenic crops on soil microorgan-
isms and processes have been reported (Di Giovanni et al.
1999; Donegan et al. 1999; Siciliano and Germida 1999;
Oger et al. 2000; Gyamfi et al. 2002; Sessitsch et al.
2003). However, due to the experimental design used
these effects could often not be related to natural
fluctuations. A relevant effect of the transgenic plants on
soil microbial communities should cause more profound
changes than those due to environmental factors related to

season and field site (Heuer et al. 2002a,b; Kowalchuk et
al. 2003).

Persistence of DNA in soil and horizontal transfer of
transgenic plant DNA to bacteria

Natural transformation is the most likely mechanism for
horizontal transfer of genes from transgenic crops to
bacteria (Nielsen et al. 1998; Bertolla and Simonet 1999).
Natural transformation is defined as a DNase-sensitive
process by which competent bacteria can take up free
DNA (Stuart and Carlson 1986). The single-stranded DNA
taken up by the bacteria can either be integrated into the
bacterial genome by homologous recombination, or form
an autonomous replicating element. Natural transforma-
tion provides a mechanism of gene transfer that enables
competent bacteria to generate genetic variability by
“sampling” the DNA present in their surroundings
(Nielsen et al. 2000a). From laboratory experiments, >40
bacterial species from different environments are known to
be naturally transformable (Lorenz and Wackernagel
1994; Nielsen et al. 1998). Recent findings by Demanèche
et al. (2001b) indicated that the number of naturally
transformable bacteria could be higher than previously
thought. Prerequisites for natural transformation are: the
availability of free DNA; the development of competence;
and the take-up and stable integration of the captured
DNA. However, there is very limited knowledge of how
important natural transformation by bacterial or plant
DNA is in different environmental settings such as soil,
compost, manure, sewage, etc. Two aspects have been, or
are presently being, studied, by several groups to address
natural transformation in the environment:

(1) How long does free DNA persist, e.g. in soil, and is
the DNA still available for natural transformation?

(2) How frequently do different bacterial species under
environmental conditions reach the state of compe-
tence?

Lightning-mediated gene transfer has been demonstra-
ted recently under laboratory-scale conditions (Demanèche
et al. 2001a) providing another potential route for uptake
of transgenic plant DNA to bacteria.

Investigations made by different groups have shown
that in spite of the ubiquitous occurrence of DNases, high-
molecular free DNA can be detected in different
environments (Nielsen et al. in press; De Vries et al.
2003). It is supposed that free DNA released from
microorganisms or decaying plant material can serve as
a nutrient source or as a reservoir of genetic information
for autochthonous bacteria. Different abiotic and biotic
factors seem to affect the persistence of free DNA in soil
(Gallori et al. 1994; Paget and Simonet 1994) and reports
on the persistence of DNA in non-sterile soil have only
recently been published (Blum et al. 1997; Nielsen et al.
1997a; Gebhard and Smalla 1999; De Vries et al. 2003).
Microbial activity was pinpointed as an important biotic
factor affecting the persistence of free DNA in soil, where
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stimulating microbial activity often coincided with an
increase in DNase activity (Blum et al. 1997). Nielsen et
al. (2000a) showed that cell lysates of P. fluorescens,
Burkholderia cepacia and Acinetobacter spp. were avail-
able as sources of transforming DNA to Acinetobacter sp.
BD 413 cell populations in sterile and non-sterile soil for a
few days, and that cell debris protects DNA from
inactivation in soil, with the cell walls possibly playing
an important role in protecting DNA after cell death (Paget
and Simonet 1997). Long-term persistence of transgenic
plant DNA has also been observed in different studies
(Widmer et al. 1996, 1997; Paget and Simonet 1997;
Gebhard and Smalla 1999; De Vries et al. 2003) under
microcosm and field conditions. A more rapid decrease in
transgenic DNA was observed at higher soil humidity and
temperature. Both factors are thought to contribute to a
higher microbial activity in soil (Widmer et al. 1996; Blum
et al. 1997). Field releases of transgenic rhizomania-
resistant sugar beet plants were accompanied by studies on
the persistence of transgenic DNA from sugar beet litter in
soil (Gebhard and Smalla 1999). To detect transgenic
DNA independently of cultivation, total community DNA
was extracted directly from soil and amplified with three
different primer sets specific for the transgenic DNA. Parts
of the construct were detectable for up to 2 years. Similar
studies in soil microcosms amended with free transgenic
DNA, also showed long-term persistence (Gebhard and
Smalla 1999).

Transgenic DNA can be degraded during plant senes-
cence and during microbial degradation of the plant
residue in soil (Ceccherini et al. 2003). However,
measured amounts of transgenic plant DNA can escape
these degradation processes (Ceccherini et al. 2003) and
the long-term persistence, even of a small percentage of
released plant DNA, is assumed to enhance the likelihood
of bacterial transformation.

Recombinant DNA of T4-lysozyme-expressing potatoes
was frequently detected in rhizosphere extracts of field-
grown transgenic potato plants (De Vries et al. 2003). The
authors showed that two sources of DNA seem to
contribute to the spread of transgenic plant DNA: the
growing root system and pollen. In contrast to previous
studies, De Vries et al. (2003) were able to show long-term
persistence of transforming DNA in field soil for 4 years
using a novel and specific biomonitoring technique. Since
plant DNA can persist adsorbed to soil particles or be
protected in plant cells this DNA could be captured by
competent bacteria colonising in the close vicinity of the
residue (Saxena and Stotzky 2000). Until recently, it was
unclear whether bacteria could be transformed by plant
DNA at all. The high content of non-bacterial DNA and
the much higher methylation rate of plant DNA were
supposed to prevent a transfer of antibiotic resistance
genes from transgenic plants to bacteria (Nielsen et al.
1998). Several groups failed to detect HGT from trans-
genic plants to bacteria, perhaps because of a scarcity of
homologous sequences in the bacteria (Nielsen et al.
1997c; De Vries et al. 2001) or the use of poorly
transformable bacteria (Schlüter et al. 1995). However, the

ability of Acinetobacter sp. BD413 pFG4ΔnptII to capture
and integrate transgenic plant DNA based on homologous
recombination under optimised laboratory conditions has
been recently demonstrated (Gebhard and Smalla 1998).
Restoration of the 317-bp deletion, resulting in the
emergence of kanamycin-resistant Acinetobacter sp.
BD413, was observed not only with transgenic plant
DNA but also with transgenic plant homogenates
(Gebhard and Smalla 1998). Also for Acinetobacter sp.
BD413 cells containing an nptII-gene with a 10-bp
deletion, transformation with DNA from various trans-
genic plants (Solanum tuberosum, Nicotiana tabacum,
Beta vulgaris, Brassica napus, Lycopersicon esculentum)
carrying nptII as the marker gene resulted in the incorpo-
ration of the deleted nptII gene on the bacterial genome
(De Vries and Wackernagel 1998; De Vries and Wack-
ernagel 2002). Both studies had in common that Acine-
tobacter sp. BD413 was transformed and that an nptII
gene carrying an internal deletion served for sequence
homology and as a detection system (incorporation of the
nptII gene resulted in kanamycin resistance). Ralstonia
solanacearum, the causal agent of bacterial wilt, was
reported to develop competence and to exchange genetic
information in planta (Bertolla et al. 1997, 1999). Gene
exchange was demonstrated when tomato plants infected
with R. solanacearum were inoculated with plasmid DNA
or during co-infection with different R. solanacearum
carrying different genetic markers; however, transforma-
tion was not observed during colonisation of transgenic
plants (Bertolla et al. 1999). A new finding concerning
horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance genes from
plants to bacteria is the capture of DNA from transgenic
plants by bacteria by homologous recombination (Nielsen
et al. 2000b). However, how does one assess the
significance of such a finding? First of all, it is important
to look at the frequencies of such transfer events.
Compared to transformation with chromosomal or plasmid
DNA, transformation frequencies with plant DNA or plant
homogenates were drastically reduced when the experi-
ments done initially by filter transformation of Acineto-
bacter sp. BD413 pFG4 were taken a step further and
performed in sterile and non-sterile soil (Nielsen et al.
2000a,b). Transformation of Acinetobacter sp. BD413
pFG4 by transgenic sugar beet DNA could be detected in
sterile but not in non-sterile soil (Nielsen et al. 2000b) and
the authors estimated that numbers of transformants in
non-sterile soil would be between 10−10 and 10−11 and
thus below the level of detection. Experimental studies
have confirmed the low probability of integration of
transgenes into the bacterial genome of the recipient in the
absence of significant DNA homology (Nielsen et al.
1997c). Where homologous DNA is present, studies on
gene transfer by natural transformation have revealed that
additive integration of non-homologous genetic material
can occur when flanking homology is present (Gebhard
and Smalla 1998; Nielsen et al. 1998). However, the
possible existence of hot spots for gene transfer by
transformation, such as the digestive tract of soil
mesofauna, cannot be ruled out.
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Among the different steps in the process of natural
transformation, the release of DNA from cells, its
persistence and its availability to be taken up by competent
bacteria have been well documented (Paget and Simonet
1997). The major limiting factor for natural transformation
remains the presence of competent bacteria and the
development of competence. In most studies on transfor-
mation, competent bacteria have been inoculated in the
soil system studied (Gallori et al. 1994; Nielsen et al.
1997a; Sikorski et al. 1998). Nielsen et al. (1997b, 2000b)
have, however, shown that non-competent Acinetobacter
sp. strain BD413 cells residing in soil can become
competent after addition of nutrients. The nutrient
solutions used to stimulate competence development in
Acinetobacter sp. BD413 populations contained inorganic
salts and simple compounds corresponding to rhizosphere
exudates (Nielsen et al. 2000b).

Presently, we still know very little about the importance
of transformation processes in environmental habitats. In
contrast, HGT by conjugation or mobilisation under
different environmental conditions is much better docu-
mented (Thomas and Smalla 2000). It cannot be excluded
that HGT from plants to bacteria takes place in different
environmental niches, but the ecological impact of such
rare events depends upon the selection and dissemination
of the acquired trait. The emergence of bacterial antibiotic
resistances as a consequence of the wide-scale use of
antibiotics by humans has resulted in a rapid evolution of
antibiotic resistance. Mobile genetic elements such as
transferable plasmids, transposons and integrons have
played a key role in the dissemination of antibiotic
resistance genes amongst bacterial populations, and have
contributed to the acquisition and assembly of multiple
antibiotic resistance in bacterial pathogens (Tschäpe 1994;
Levy 1997; Witte 1998). Since bacteria circulate between
different environments and different geographic areas, the
global nature of the problem of bacterial antibiotic
resistances requires that data on their prevalence, selection
and spread are obtained in a more comprehensive way
than before. Few studies have provided data on the
prevalence of antibiotic resistance genes used as markers
in transgenic plants. Studies on the dissemination of the
most widely used marker gene, nptII, in bacteria from
sewage, manure, river water and soils demonstrated that in
a high proportion of kanamycin-resistant enteric bacteria,
the resistance is encoded by the nptII-gene (Smalla et al.
1993).

Bacteria resistant to multiple antibiotics are not
restricted to clinical environments but can easily be
isolated from environmental samples and food (Perreten
et al. 1997; Dröge et al. 2000; Smalla et al. 2000; Heuer et
al. 2002b). There is substantial movement of antibiotic
resistance genes and antibiotic resistant bacteria between
different environments. In assessing the antibiotic resis-
tance problem, the nature of the antibiotic itself and the
antibiotic resistance trait have been identified as important
factors (Levy 1997). The genetic plasticity of bacteria has
largely contributed to the efficiency by which antibiotic
resistance has emerged. However, HGT events have no a

priori consequence unless there is antibiotic selective
pressure (Levy 1997). Given the facts that: (1) antibiotic
resistance genes, often located on mobile genetic elements,
are already widespread in bacterial populations, and (2)
that HGT events from transgenic plants to bacteria are
supposed to occur at extremely low frequencies and have
not yet been detected under field conditions, it is unlikely
that antibiotic resistance genes used as markers in
transgenic crops will contribute significantly to the spread
of antibiotic resistance in bacterial populations. There is no
doubt that the present problems in human and veterinary
medicine were created by the unrestricted use of
antibiotics in medicine and animal husbandry, and not
by transgenic crops carrying antibiotic resistance markers.
Thus, the public debate about antibiotic resistance genes in
transgenic plants should not divert the attention from the
real causes of bacterial resistance to antibiotics such as the
continued abuse and overuse of antibiotics prescribed by
physicians and in animal husbandry (Salyers 1996).

Conclusions

The key issue is whether a reduction in biodiversity is of
any significance to life on this planet. Using mathematical
modelling, May (1976) demonstrated that as the number of
interacting species increases, the stability of the whole
system is likely to decrease, unless special conditions are
met. This highlights the unexpected vulnerability of
complex ecosystems such as tropical rainforests and
coral reefs. May (1976) did not apply his ideas to
microbial communities, but there is no reason to think
that the concepts would not apply. Indeed ecological
theories have been generally applied to aboveground
systems.

Despite the better determination of microbial diversity
in soil by the use of molecular techniques, the relation-
ships between microbial diversity and soil functionality is
still largely unclear. In soil there is a redundancy of certain
functions and for this reason a reduction in microbial
diversity generally does not alter the rate of processes such
as C and N mineralization (Griffiths et al. 1997;
Nannipieri et al. 2003). Of course this is not valid for
specialistic functions. The determination of all microbial
species inhabiting soil is not only a problematic task but
also it may not improve our knowledge of the links
between microbial diversity and soil functions. It may be
more rewarding to measure changes in the composition of
keystone species, such as nitrifiers, only responsible for a
process occurring in soil, like autotrophic nitrification. On
the other hand it is problematic to carry out the determi-
nation of all microbial activities occurring in soil and to
integrate the obtained results in a single index so as to
assess quantitatively the soil metabolic activity (Nannipieri
et al. 2003). The determination of the reaction rate limiting
the overall rate of the main process can reduce the amount
of experimental work without compromising the assess-
ment of the metabolic activity.
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As an example of anthropogenic influence on soil
microbial diversity we have focussed on the impact of GM
plants and GM microorganisms on soil microflora.
Transgenic plants do not always affect bacterial composi-
tion and when these effects have been observed, they have
not been related to natural fluctuations. Indeed, relevant
effects of transgenic plants on microbial communities
should cause deeper changes than the commonly accepted
changes due to environmental factors related to season,
field site and year.

Transgenic DNA can be degraded during plant senes-
cence by plant nuclease and during microbial degradation
of the plant remains in soil. However, parts of the
construct of the transgenic rhizomania-resistant sugar beet
were detectable for up to 2 years in soil (Gebhard and
Smalla 1999). Contradictory results have been observed
on the transfer of antibiotic resistant genes from transgenic
plants to bacteria. However, where this process occurs, the
observed transformation frequencies are very low. It is
important to underline that the public debate about
antibiotic resistance genes in transgenic plants should
not divert the attention from the real causes of bacterial
resistance to antibiotics, such as the continued abuse and
overuse of antibiotics prescribed by physicians and in
animal husbandry.

Since the statement “one gene one protein” is an
oversimplification, because modifications can occur both
at post-transcriptional and post-translational level and
regulation can occur at the protein translational level,
DNA and mRNA measurements should be combined with
the application of the proteomic approach to soil so as to
have measurements of protein expression in soil. This
combined approach could give better insights into the
links between microbial diversity and soil functionality.

Bearing in mind that a complex food web enhances the
soil’s resilience to disturbances, we should actively
promote actions that ensure high microbial diversity, the
measurement of which is still problematic in soil.
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